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Flowfield measurements and flow visualization for a quarter scale model of a radial compressor inlet are presented for varying flow
rates and inlet profiles. Nonuniform inlet profiles are created using a 90° bend directly upstream of the inlet. Experimental results are
compared with the CFD analysis from a commercial 3-D Navier Stokes code. The experimental and computational results show good
agreement, even in regions of reverse flow. The results,from this study show CFD analysis can be used with confidence to predict the
performance of radial compressor inlets.

INTRODUCTION
The use of radial inlets in industrial compressors is very common due to mechanical limitations which dictate
the manner in which the flow can enter the machine. Although the radial inlet is widely used, the complex three
dimensional flow in radial inlets is not well understood. Historically, simple guidelines have been used to
determine the size and shape of the inlets, and losses were modeled with limited test data and empirical
methods. To develop new inlet designs, model tests were used to determine the pressure drop across the inlet
and the characteristics of the inlet flow field. The primary too] available to study the complex 3-D flow field was
flow visualization using tufts or smoke. Developing inlets in this manner is iterative in nature and thus time
consuming and expensive. It is also difficult to determine the influence of different geometric variations, due to
the small pressure drop in the inlet, limited instrumentation, and limitations of the flow visualization techniques.
Beside constraints due to manufacturing, other factors that affect the design of compressor inlets are available
space and inlet piping. The recent trend in compressor manufacture is to have equivalent compressor
performance in smaller packages. The result is less available space for the inlet. Customer installations can
also have a large effect on the inlet performance due to piping arrangements which result in a bend or series of
bends in close proximity to the compressor inlet. Field experience has shown that these types of installations
can have adverse affects on the compressor performance.
Recently, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been used to evaluate and successfully modify a pipeline
booster inlet design (Flathers et al., 1994). That design used complex shapes to achieve the desired loss levels,
pressure profiles and exit flow angle distributions. However, it is often desirable for manufacturing reasons to
make the inlet shape as simple as possible, especially for applications where the production quantities are
limited and casting is not economically feasible. Unfortunately, the side effects of simple geometry are less than
optimum performance, such as regions of separation, and higher loss levels. The recent paper by Flathers et al.
(1994) shows good comparison between CFD and experiment for well behaved flow, but CFD results for radial
inlets with regions of separated flow are not available in the open literature. This paper presents CFD and
experimental results for simpler inlet geometries, where the flow is more non-uniform than previously reported.
In order to enhance the understanding of radial inlet flows, a project was undertaken wherein a radial inlet was
studied both experimentally and using CFD. The inlet evaluated was compact, used simple shapes, was easily
fabricated and was designed using historical methods. Other goals of the project were to verify the application
of CFD to inlets of this type, so CFD could be used with confidence in the design process, and to determine the
impact of different operating conditions and inlet piping configurations on the inlet performance. It is hoped that
this knowledge will permit confident, rapid design of efficient inlets, of the type that are subject to manufacturing
and space constraints, and that these inlets will be more robust for a wide range of inlet configurations.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The majority of this paper is concerned with presenting the numerical and experimental findings of a radial
compressor inlet study. It is therefore important that some description of these methods are provided to assist in
the evaluation of presented results. The computational approach is discussed here, and the experimental
methods are presented later.
The numerical investigation consisted of a fully three-dimensional Navier-Stokes analysis of the inlet, using the
commercially available code TASCflow. TASCflow uses a finite-volume method to solve the primitive variable,
Reynolds-averaged form of the Navier-Stokes equations. As it employs a pressure based formulation, it is
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applicable to both fully incompressible and compressible (subsonic, transonic, and supersonic) flows. This is an
important consideration for the current study, since considerable Mach number variation is observed, and
regions of very low Mach number (hence almost incompressible) flow are present. The method is fully
conservative, meaning that fluxes of all modeled quantities are preserved both locally and globally.
The discretization method and physical models employed by a CFD code impacts the accuracy of the computed
flow field. In this investigation, the analysis region is sub-divided into hexahedral elements. The finite volumes,
which are the regions over which the principles of conservation are enforced, are formed from the elements
(Advanced Scientific Computing, 1994). The advantage of this procedure is that the number of flux evaluations
per face is four, instead of one, thereby yielding higher accuracy for a given mesh size. Hexahedral (as
opposed to tetrahedral) elements are used because they are well suited to the high cell aspect ratios (a cell is
much longer parallel to the wall than in the direction normal to the wall) that naturally results from attempting to
resolve the near wall regions, because of their inherent accuracy and economy, and because they are relatively
less sensitive to mesh skewness.
TASCflow uses a physically-based second order spatial discretization method that is comprised of two main
components. The first component provides the directional sensitivity and is known as Linear Profile Skew
upwinding. The second component insures appropriate variation of stagnation conditions, and is known as
Physical Advection Correction (Galpin et al., 1986, and Van Doormaal et al., 1987). The net result is a second
order scheme which exhibits low levels of discretization error on a course mesh, an important property for the
present study. Other important algorithms include the turbulence model and the pressure-velocity coupling
treatment. The standard k-e turbulence model with wall functions accounts for the effects of turbulent transport.
A fourth-order pressure redistribution which is standard for pressure-based (as opposed to density-based, time
marching) methods is employed to prevent pressure-velocity decoupling for low Mach number flows.
The geometric complexity of radial compressor inlets requires that meshes of substantial size be used, so an important
consideration is computational efficiency. TASCflow uses a coupled iterative solution method which is accelerated by the Additive
Correction Multigrid scheme (Hutchinson and Raithby, 1986, Raw, 1994). This method yields rapid convergence for a wide range
of problems, can tolerate a wide range of size and shapes of control volumes and the solution cost is linearly proportional to the
number of mesh nodes.
Another feature important to the analysis of radial inlets is the availability of a wide range of boundary conditions. Choices for inlet
boundary conditions include velocity, mass flow or total pressure and direction specification (in addition, static or total temperature
and turbulence quantities must be specified). At the exit, it is possible to set the static pressure (at one location, or over the entire
boundary) or the mass flow.
COMPUTATIONAL STUDY
The inlet used for computational study is a quarter scale model. The inlet consists of a nozzle connected to a constant area
plenum. Splitter vanes are located in the nozzle, at top dead center, 0°, (TDC) in the plenum, and at bottom dead center, 180°
(BDC) in the plenum. There are eight radial guide vanes, all equally spaced. Three different piping arrangements, all shown in
Figure 1, were studied. These were: A) a straight pipe, B) a 90° short radius elbow, with elbow centerline perpendicular to
compressor axis, and C) a 90° short radius elbow, centerline aligned with compressor axis. The inlet for each configuration was a
straight pipe two flange diameters in length. For configuration A this pipe was attached directly to the nozzle flange. For
configurations B & C this straight pipe was attached to the elbow, with the elbow being directly attached to the nozzle flange.
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Figure 1A. Configuration A
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Figure 1B. Configuration B
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Figure 1C. Configuration C

For configurations A & C, a 180° model could be used with a symmetry plane along the center of the inlet.
Configuration B required a full 360° model, due to the asymmetric inlet conditions. The complete grid for the full
geometry was constructed by first creating sub-grids for the pipe/elbow section, nozzle section, plenum section,
and radial guide vane section. The complete mesh was then formed by joining the sub-grids using the "grid
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attaching" feature of the software. All sections other than the pipe/elbow sections were 180° sections which were
mirrored to create a 360° model. A straight extension was added to the exit of radial guide vanes to prevent biasing
the flow code results by having the grid exit being too close to the area of interest, i.e. the area just downstream of
the radial guide vanes.
In order to determine sensitivity of the computed solution to the mesh size, a series of runs with increasing
mesh size were performed on the 180° model of configuration A. The final mesh was limited to approximately
250,000 nodes due to memory limitations, therefore the largest 180° model was limited to approximately
125,000 nodes. As grid size increased a rise in the predicted total and static pressure was noted. This result
indicates that the coarser meshes were insufficient to resolve the flow, and numerical errors were manifested as
a loss in total pressure. In addition, the solution was found to be more sensitive to an increase of nodes in the
streamwise direction than in the circumferential direction. The rate of change of various mass averaged flow
quantities at the system exit (total pressure, static pressure) was observed to decrease with mesh refinement,
however small differences (0.1% of the inlet total pressure) were still observed between the second finest and
finest meshes. This result indicates that the finest mesh is not quite sufficient to provide a grid independent
numerical flow prediction, and hence for this and other modeling reasons, some variation with experimental
data should be expected. The final 360° mesh, shown in Figures 2 & 3, was 254,208 nodes for all
configurations.

Figure 2. Final Grid
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Figure3. Radial Grid Section

The inlet stagnation conditions for the problem were set to atmospheric pressure and room temperature, with a
uniform profile (to match the intended experimental test conditions). The mass flow for the problem was
specified at the exit of the system, and was set to give a specific Mach number at the inlet of the straight pipe.
All calculations were made using hydraulically smooth walls. Starting from a uniform initial guess, the flow code
required approximately 130 iterations to converge to a RMS residual of le-6 (maximum residual of le-4). The
approximate computational time required for the solution was 29 hours on a IBM RS/6000 Model 590. For the
180° model (127,104 nodes), approximate computational time was 14 hours.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
To ensure that the symmetry boundary condition worked properly, the 180° model used for grid sizing was
compared to the 360° model for configuration A. This comparison is important because it is preferable to use the
180° model for design work, allowing reduced grid size and computation time. As expected, the 180° model
matched the 360° model. The only variations which were evident were very small variations in the Mach number
in the low Mach number regions of the plenum near BDC.
After reviewing the symmetry condition, the general trends in the inlet were reviewed for the inlet design Mach
number of 0.13. For this operating condition, recirculation regions exist in several areas: in the plenum at TDC
over the flat portion of the shroud wall, in the bottom of the plenum near the splitter vane, and at the radial guide
vane exit. These flow features are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 6 is a midspan cut through the plenum and
guide vane sections of the inlet (both sides of the inlet are shown). This figure indicates significant circumferential
flow angle variation at the entrance of the guide vane section. The flow is nearly radial at TDC, nearly tangential
at 90°, and again near radial at BDC. The trend of varying flow angle with circumferential location was also noted
by Flathers et al. (1994), but the largest flow angle reported was approximately 40°, which is much less than the
predicted results for the inlet of this study. Additionally, it can be seen from the low Mach numbers in the bottom
of the plenum that the area in that region is too large.
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Figure 4. Plenum Section Velocity VectorsConfiguration A
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Figure 5. Guide Vane Trailing Edge Velocity Vectors Configuration A

The region of separation in the plenum over the flat portion of the shroud wall appears to be due to the flow not
being able to transition the tight curvature required to adjust from the radial inflow to the tangential movement
around the inlet. The flow which exits the nozzle at TDC encounters a pressure gradient, which performs the
dual functions of turning the flow from the radial direction to the tangential direction, and also turning the flow
axially (from the shroud towards mid-span). The separation region is a consequence of the sharp geometric
turn, and associated large local pressure gradient. The separation region in the bottom of the plenum is due to a
similar phenomenon. Figure 6 indicates that the regions of separation at the inlet to the radial guide vanes are
due to high incidence angles. Also evident, in Figure 7 is the rapid acceleration along the shroud wall as the
flow exits the plenum and enters the radial guide vanes. The figure shows the mid-passage conditions for the
second vane passage for each side of the inlet (left and right).

Figure 6. Guide Vane Mid-Span Velocity Vectors - Configuration A

Figure 7. Passage 2 Mach Number Configuration A
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Comparisons of the Mach number = 0.13 case to the other Mach number cases reveals that the general flow
patterns in the inlet are independent of Mach number, but that the magnitudes of the patterns (Mach number,
velocities and pressures) are dependent on the Mach number. Thus the flow angle is nearly constant for all
Mach numbers.
Mass averaging the results reveals that the total pressure loss coefficient, LC, varies with Mach number, and
that the losses increase significantly at higher Mach numbers. The mass averaging also verified that the flow is
evenly distributed in the four radial guide vane passages on each side of the inlet. Table 1 shows the mass
averaged total pressure, static pressure, and the loss coefficient.
The overall results for configuration B are very similar to configuration A and only small changes were noticed in
the guide vane exit profiles. The mass averaged values in Table 2 further support the observed flow similarity.
The results for configuration B reveal a region of higher velocity on the inner wall of the elbow that covers 40% of
the upstream elbow exit area (Refer to Figure 8). This high velocity region moves into the nozzle and then into
the left side of the plenum where it slowly mixes out. Figures 9A-D show Mach number on meridional cuts
through the mid-planes of the radial guide vane passages. Each figure indicates that the flow is generally quite
similar on the two sides of the inlet, although small differences do exist. Other noticeable features are the
reduction in the bulk flow speed in the plenum, the rapid acceleration and curvature around the shroud wall and
the overall general similarity of flow patterns in each of the guide vane passages. Figure 10 indicates that the
near-shroud flow in the plenum is similar to that observed for configuration A (shown in Figure 4), except for
three distinct features. First, the flow is biased to the left side of the plenum due to the effect of the upstream
elbow. Second, the flow at BDC is slightly different in that the primary tangential flow does not reach BDC, and
the previously observed recirculation pattern is not present. It appears that the BDC region receives its flow from
another axial position, instead of tangentially. Third, a swirl cell is observed at about the 135° position on the left
side of the plenum. This stall cell extends from the plenum shroud wall to the shroud wall of the radial guide vane
inlet.

Table 1. Mass Averages - Configuration A
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Table 2. Mass Averages - Configuration B

Table 3. Mass Averages - Configuration C
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Figure 8. Elbow Exit Mach Number Configuration B

Figure 9A. Passage I Mach Number Configuration B
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Figure 9B. Passage 2 Mach Number Configuration B

Figure 9C. Passage 3 Mach Number Configuration B
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Figure 9D. Passage 4 Mach Number Configuration B

Figure 10. Plenum Section Velocity Vectors
Configuration B
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The overall results for configuration C are very similar to configuration A and only small changes can be seen in
the guide vane exit profiles and mass averaged values (Refer to Table 3). Figure 11 shows that the flow exiting
the upstream elbow is asymmetric, with a region of high velocity extending from the inner wall of the elbow to
the center of the pipe. This high velocity region moves into the nozzle and is then split as it moves into the two
sides of the plenum where it slowly mixes out. Because the region of high velocity is evenly distributed between
both sides of the plenum, the results for both sides of the plenum are very similar. The separation zones in the
bottom of the plenum are very similar to the separation zone for the right side of configuration B, and are much
smaller than the separation zones for configuration A. (refer to Figures 4, 10 & 12) It seems that, particularly for
configuration C, the higher momentum hub flow exits the upstream elbow, passes through the nozzle and
plenum, and then travels in an axial direction up the plenum wall, providing flow to the BDC shroud region.
The results for all three configurations show that the losses in the inlet are a function of Mach number squared
but the general flow patterns in the inlet are independent of Mach number. The results also show that the
distortion from the elbow is mixed out in the plenum. The addition of the elbow does increase the losses slightly
and changes the flow characteristics in the bottom of the plenum, but it does very little to change the exit profile
of the inlet. The study does however, reveal several locations where design modifications could improve the
performance of the inlet, i.e. separation regions in the plenum, high velocities along the shroud, and separation
regions due to high incidence on the guide vanes.

Figure 11. Elbow Exit Mach Number Configuration C
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Figure 12. Plenum Section Velocity Vectors
Configuration C

Temperatures were measured using half-shielded Type E (chromel-constantan) thermocouples. The overall
accuracy of the thermocouple measurements (RMS) was +/- 0.201 °R. Pressures were measured using
Validyne variable reluctance pressure transducers. Two transducers were used to measure model pressures, a
low pressure transducer, and a high pressure transducer. The overall accuracy (RMS error) of the low pressure
transducer was +/- 0.007 psi. The overall accuracy (RMS error) of the high pressure transducer was +/- 0.016
psi. Water manometers were used to continuously monitor transducer accuracy during testing.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The model used for the experimental study is the same quarter scale model used for computational study
(Refer to Figures 1A-C). A diagram of the model is shown in Figure 13. The pipes, flanges, and elbows used for
the model were commercially available piping. The nozzle was manufactured from sections of Styrofoam which
were glued together. The portion of the nozzle sections exposed to the flow was sealed and sanded to provide
a smooth surface. The inlet plenum was fabricated from Lexan to allow visualization. The guide vane hub wall
was fabricated from birch wood but the guide vane shroud wall and the radial guide vanes were manufactured
from aluminum. A straight extension three guide vane exit passage widths in length followed the guide vanes.
An annular diffuser was attached to the extension to provide sufficient pressure recovery to operate the model
at the maximum flowrate. Flow was drawn through the model using a blower powered by a 75 hp electric motor.
The piping connecting the model to the blower was isolated with a rubber coupling and was heavily sandbagged
to damp any oscillations from the blower.
Instrumentation consisted of wall static taps, thermocouples, and traverse probes. Two static taps were located
just downstream of the inlet bellmouth to determine the inlet Mach number (Station 01). At the inlet flange
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(Station 02) the wall static pressure was measured using three static taps, and the inlet total temperature was
measured using two thermocouples. Measurements across the passage were made using a traverse probe at
0°, moving perpendicular to the compressor axis. The guide vane exit (Station 03, 0.5 guide vane passage
widths downstream of guide vanes) conditions were measured using four equally spaced static taps on the hub
and shroud walls. The guide vane downstream (Station 04, 1.5 guide vane passage widths downstream of
guide vanes) conditions were measured using radial traverse probes at five circumferential locations. Twentysix additional static pressure taps were located on the plenum walls.

Figure 13. Scale Model Diagram
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Figure 14. Traverse Probe Locations

All traverses used 3 hole cobra probes to measure total pressure, static pressure and flow angle. The flow
angle was determined by balancing the two side tube pressures. The 3 hole cobra probes were calibrated in a
wind tunnel with a pressure accuracy (RMS error) of +/0.014 psi and an angle accuracy of approximately +/- 0.5
degrees.
Test Procedure The flow through the inlet was controlled using a valve located downstream of the radial inlet
model, near the blower inlet. The pipe inlet Mach number was calculated using atmospheric pressure
(stagnation pressure) and the inlet static pressure measured down stream of the inlet bellmouth (Station 01).
The Mach number was calculated for compressible, isentropic flow using equation 1.
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Configuration A was tested at three Mach numbers (0.08, 0.13, 0.19), and configurations B & C were tested at
two Mach numbers (0.13, 0.19). Traverse measurements were made for each operating condition tested. Inlet
flange traverse measurements were made at 5%, 15%, 25%, 35%, 45%, 55%, 65%, 75%, 85% and 95%
passage width, with 0% being closest to the left side of the plenum wall and 100% being closest to the right side
of the plenum wall. The guide vane downstream traverse probes were located at circumferential angles of 72°,
108°, 144°, 216° and 252° (labeled B-F respectively in Figure 14) with 0° being TDC, 180° BDC, moving
clockwise, forward looking aft. The guide vane traverses were made at 1.2%, 12.3%, 23.3%, 34.4%, 45.5%,
56.6%, 67.7%, 78.8%, 89.8%, and 98.8% guide vane passage width, with 0% being the hub wall and 100% the
shroud wall.
For flow visualization, small tufts were placed in the inlet pipe, on the nozzle splitter vane, on the plenum splitter
vanes, on the walls of the plenum, and on the inlet guide vanes.
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The format for the comparison of computational and experimental results will be plots of total pressure, static
pressure, and flow angle for three different traverse locations downstream of the guide vanes. The total
pressure and static pressure have been normalized by the inlet total pressure. Traverse locations at 108°/252°
(C/F) and 144°/216° (D/E) represent the same circumferential location on different sides of the inlet, and will
therefore be shown together to compare symmetry effects.
The data comparison for configuration A is shown in Figures 15-17. Overall, the data agrees very well. The
differences between the experimental pressures and the calculated pressures are within 1-2% of the pipe inlet
total pressure. This is similar to the findings of Flathers et al (1994). The agreement is good despite the regions
of separated flow in the guide vane passages which are still evident at the measurement plane. The total
pressure however, is slightly over predicted in these regions of separation. The trend in the calculated static
pressure is correct, but the level is slightly low. The largest discrepancy is in the comparison of flow angle,
where there are differences of up to 20°. The computed flow angles follow the same trends as the experimental
data, but the extreme variations are not captured. This may be partially due to the fact that grid independence
has not yet been reached for the computation, resulting in smearing of local flow features. It is also possible that
this flow is not symmetric on the left and right sides of the flow for configuration A.
The data comparison for configuration B is shown in Figures 18-20. Again the experimental and computational
data agree very well. It was expected that the comparison of the downstream conditions would show close
agreement since the CFD prediction shows the profile distortion from the elbow is mixed out in the plenum.
Figures 21-23 show the data comparison for configuration C. Once again there is close agreement between the
experimental and computational data. The downstream results for configuration C are similar to A and B, as
shown in the computational study.
For all configurations, tufts located downstream of the inlet bellmouth verified the flow into the model was
smooth, with no swirl. The recirculation regions in the plenum predicted by the computational study were
evident from tufts placed along the plenum walls and plenum splitter vanes. Additionally, tufts placed along the
guide vane walls verified the existence and location of separated flow in the guide vane passages.
It is worth noting that the computational results represent steady state solutions. However, during testing the inlet
model would vibrate for all configurations at inlet Mach numbers of 0.13 and higher. This vibration would
increase as the pipe inlet Mach number was increased. This unsteady behavior could be seen in the measured
wall static pressure downstream of the guide vanes along the shroud wall, and in the traverse probes B, C and F
at radial locations near the shroud wall. The unsteady behavior caused the traverse measured pressures to
fluctuate as much as 1% of the pipe inlet total pressure.
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Figure 15. Traverse B - Configuration A
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Figure 16. Traverse C & F - Configuration A
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Figure 17. Traverse D & E - Configuration A
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Figure 18. Traverse B - Configuration B

Figure 19. Traverse C & F - Configuration B
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Figure 20. Traverse D & E - Configuration B

Figure 21. Traverse B - Configuration C
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Figure 22. Traverse C & F - Configuration C
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Figure 23. Traverse D & E - Configuration C

CONCLUSION
The comparison of experimental and computational results shows good agreement, even within large regions of
separation. The experimental and computational results confirm several locations where design modifications
could improve the performance of the inlet, i.e. separation regions in the plenum, high velocities along the
shroud, and separation regions due to high incidence on the guide vanes.
The computational results show that the losses in the inlet are a function of Mach number and that general flow
patterns in the inlet are independent of Mach number. Results of configurations with an elbow upstream of the
inlet show that flow distortion from the elbow mixes out in the plenum. The addition of the elbow does increase
the losses slightly and changes the flow characteristics in the plenum, but does very little to change the exit
profile of the inlet. The addition of the elbow is most detrimental when the inlet profile is not symmetrical
between the two sides of the plenum (Configuration B).
Based on the results of this study, and previous CFD work on radial inlets, it is felt that CFD can be used with
confidence to analyze, modify, and redesign radial inlets. The unsteady effects observed during testing
demonstrate that a steady-state CFD prediction doesn't show everything. Therefore, engineering judgment must
be used when reviewing CFD results to ensure the predicted solution matches the actual flow.
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NOMENCLATURE
P = Pressure, [psia]
M = Mach Number
LC = Total Pressure Loss Coefficient, (Pt 01- Pt 03)/(Pt 01- Ps 01)

SUBSCRIPTS
s
t
01
02
03
04

= static conditions
= total conditions
= pipe inlet
= inlet flange
= guide vane exit
= downstream of guide vanes
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